The deposit of iron and associated ocher probably occupy a depression in the Beekmantown limestone, although no exposures of rock in place were observed in the vicinity of the mine.

**MUD-DAM DEPOSIT 1 1/4 MILES N. E. OF TREXLERTOWN**

One and one-half miles N.E. of Trexlertown, on the farm of William J. Smith, ocher has been dug in an old mud-dam deposit produced from the ore washings when a large open pit limonite iron mine on the opposite side of the road was operated. The material differs from that described in the previous deposit in that it has a decidedly reddish color. It was hauled to the plant of the Prince Metallic Paint Company at Alburtis, where it was burned, crushed, ground, and marketed under the trade name of "Terra Cotta."

Other occurrences of ocher are given in the descriptions of individual limonite iron ore mines on previous pages, especially those of mines 181 and 182.